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R=1.2;Tfeed = 285 K; Pfeed = 1atm
n-Butane n-Pentane n-Octane
Feed 0.333 0.333 0.333
Top 0.992 0.008 1e-12
Bottom 0.023 0.486 0.490
Feed plate
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Record
F, zF, TF, PF,yD,xB,
Condenser Type,
Light/heavy key for NC>3,
Estimate on R








M=1; N=1; iter =1
Calculate Lup,Lbot,Vbot,Vup by
Substep 2:
Calculation of column flowrates
Start calculation loop
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M = M + 1
N = N + 1
i ter = iter + 1














Try to increase R
Solution reached.
M=M-1 (only assign 1 feed plate)
Renumber plates in bottom section from
indices 1...N to M+1..M+N with B=M+N.
Calculate common feed plate composition
based on intersection point.
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Solution statistics:
Number of group vectors designed: 47792; Number of group vectors selected: 53
Number of compounds designed: 528; Number of compounds selected: 23
Total time used to design: 57.01 s
'Screened Out' Statistics for Level 1:
Functional group screening: 46990 of 47792; Tboil: 472 of 802
Solvent loss: 5 of 330; Solvent power: 198 of 325
Selectivity: 64 of 127; Azeotrop calculation: 10 of 63
'Screened Out' Statistics for Level 2:
Tboil: 481 of 528; Solvent power: 23 of 47
Azeotrope calculation: 1 of 24
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